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Game Setup & Time: 

 4 vs. 4 or 5 vs. 5 (depends on league participation & majority opinion) flag football (pull the flag instead of tackling) 

 Two 20-minute halves with a 5 minute half time.  

 30 second play clock once the ball is spotted 

 Last 30 seconds of 2nd half, the clock will stop after every play 

 Two timeouts per game  

 1 first down allowed at half field. 4 downs total 

Gameplay:  

 1 Run per timed half (2 runs per game) 

 No blocking, “shadowing”, “hand-jamming”, etc. 

 Runner is down when flag is pulled and ball is spotted where the  body is on the turf (where your foot is, not where the 

ball is). If runner is on the ground, or they have dropped a flag (not pulled), they only need to be touched. 

 No advancing the ball by diving forward (no diving into the end zone) 

 Defense will line up no closer than one yard from the line of scrimmage 

 Ball is “live” off of ceiling net 

 No out of bounds, unless ball hits pads or side wall. That ball is ruled incomplete.  

 No fumbles: Ball is dead where it hits the ground if it is a transfer (lateral, snap of the ball, handoff, etc.). Ball is down 

where the player had the ball originally if it is not a transfer (i.e. the ball is hit out of a player’s hand).  

 You are not allowed to use the wall to leap off of or hurdle defensive players 

 Sideline passes must  be caught and or/controlled (not trapped between wall) with one foot remaining on the turf  

 The ball must be snapped from the ground 

 No rushing until the QB touches the ball or the ball hits the ceiling net 

 For a kickoff, the offense will always start at their own goal line 

 You have the option to “Punt” the ball. This automatically changes possession to the other team to a spot on their own 

half. This spot will be between the goal line and mid-field (equivalent to the 25 yard line on a real field)  

 A safety results in a change in possession at the same spot for a punt (equivalent to the 25 yard line), no additional points 

Penalties:  

 “Flag Guarding” or “stiff arms” are not penalties, however, the ball will be ”down” immediately if this occurs 

 “Intentional Grounding”: Ball must make it back to the line of scrimmage, otherwise it is an offensive penalty 

 An offensive penalty will result in loss of down and the next play being played with a player down (the person who 

committed the penalty) 

 A defensive penalty will result in a replay of the down with the person who committed the penalty sitting out for a play.  


